2000 chevy venture engine diagram

The Chevrolet Venture is a minivan produced by General Motors for the to model years. The
Venture name was first used on a Chevrolet concept car, in this case a full-sized four-door
sedan more aerodynamic than the Chevrolet Caprice. The Venture was introduced in for the
model year as a replacement for the radically styled Lumina APV. The base models of the
Venture were short wheelbase models which came equipped with cloth upholstery, front bucket
seats with fixed head restraints, a 2nd-row 2-passenger bench seat, and steel wheels. The LS
came in both short and long wheelbases, and offered aluminum wheels, a varied seating
configuration, adjustable head restraints, side airbags, power windows optional on the base
models , and a remote keyless entry system. The LT model was an upscale of the LS and was
exclusively a long wheelbase model and offered a power driver seat optional on the base and
LS models , optional leather seats, a roof rack optional on the base and LS models , and a driver
side sliding door optional on the base and LS models from â€” The anti-lock brakes were
standard on all Ventures from â€”, but became optional on the base models later on. The
Venture and its siblings were powered by GM's 3. All Ventures used a four-speed automatic
transmission. The Venture was one of the few minivans to have an 8-passenger seating
configuration as an option when most minivans seated up to 7 passengers. In , the driver side
sliding door became standard on all trim levels, when the passenger side only sliding door
models of minivans have rapidly fallen out of favor since the models of Chrysler minivans. The
exterior was refreshed in , a back-up alarm was added to indicate possible obstacles behind the
vehicle, and all-wheel drive was introduced in Also for was a new steering wheel equivalent to
the Chevrolet Impala , replacing the steering wheel equivalent to the Chevrolet Lumina. New for
this generation, cabin air filters were installed, and the filters can be accessed from behind an
access panel easily accessed from inside the glove compartment. The optional seating
configuration was dropped in favor of the more conventional and seating configurations. The
was the standard for the Chinese-made Buick GL8 , and a seats arranged in a configuration was
used in a Chinese-made version of the Chevrolet Venture for export to the Philippines and Latin
America where it sold alongside the U. Venture where seaters are favored with lower taxes.
Reviews and sales were generally lukewarm, especially about the relatively narrow cabin due to
being designed for European roads. The vans came in both short and long wheelbases, and
all-wheel drive versions like the Chrysler minivans. The third row bench seat was designed to
fold flat introduced for and available on LS and Warner Bros. The Venture was replaced after by
the Chevrolet Uplander , which was essentially a facelift with one long wheelbase configuration,
and a longer nose which served chiefly to improve crush distance and styling more like an SUV.
Only the long-wheelbase Venture was sold for in the US but the short-wheelbase was still
offered in Canada. Production of the Chevy Venture ended on June 24, A Warner Bros. Shield
logo, and a DVD entertainment system, [1] a novelty at the time however, some editions
included a VHS player instead. The Warner Bros. These models included VHS and DVD
compilations of Looney Tunes , girls pajamas, a cooler with can holders, a special keychain,
and a beach blanket, as an amenity kit. The U. Tests on subsequent model years yielded results
of four stars in most categories, and three or five stars in others. The Insurance Institute for
Highway Safety tested the Pontiac Trans Sport a twin of the Venture in late , and it received a
"Poor" rating in the 40 MPH offset frontal crash test for poor structural performance, and was
ranked as the "Worst Performing Vehicle" of all the vehicles tested, with test results indicating a
high risk of serious injury or fatality. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. This article needs
additional citations for verification. Please help improve this article by adding citations to
reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and removed. Motor vehicle. Edition
Made Minivans Cool". The NewsWheel. Retrieved 28 January Retrieved Chevrolet vehicles.
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I have a Pontiac Grand Prix that stopped running, I have put a new fuel pump, and new
computer box on it, but it still wont start. Do you have spark, fuel pressure, injector pulse, theft
or security light on dash, etc. You need to start by diagnosing the basics. Car stared missing,
was told it was EVAP purge solenoid. Replaced it and drove fine for short time and problem
started again and again was told it was EVAP purge solenoid. Why is this happening over and
over again. What can I do? The purge solenoid would not be causing an engine misfire. It would
cause a check engine light yes, but not affect the way the engine runs. I have a Buick Century
and in the last month or so the engine started making a noise that sounds as if it were literally
was a diesel engine. When opening the hood one might there was very little or no oil coming up
to top end. This would also cause a misfire on that cylinder. Removing valve covers for
inspection seems the next step after checking oil pressure. How do I remove the TPS shaft from
the throttle body? It appears stuck from the right side as viewed from the drivers side. The little
piece will not come apart on that side to release the shaft. If you are trying to remove the throttle
plate shaft from the body, it cannot be done. If you have a problem, the throttle body needs to
be replaced as an assembly. The temperature sensor? Cannot be the temperature sensor or
thermostat. If the coolant is low, you have a leak and need to get it inspected closely. If it is not
low, then you may have a level sensor problem. The light flashed low coolant all the time and it
has plenty of coolant and its not running hot at all. The low coolant level sensor is in the
passenger side of the radiator. Below the radiator cap. It is a square black sensor that snaps
into the radiator and held with a clip. I have a chevy impala and temp gauge rises to the red but I
don't heard any over heating or boiling noises but I do hear a kind of hissing noise. What could
it be? The temp sensor I'm guessing. If the temp gauge is going into the red, it is overheating
whether you hear it or not. You'd have to try and find the exact cause. It could be anything from
a water pump, intake gasket, head gaskets or even radiator. I highly doubt you just have a bad
temp sensor. Get it checked out soon, or you'll end up losing the engine. The security light isn't
on but its not getting any spark and i cant hear the fuel pump. Fuses and the ignition module
isn't getting juice along with others. Replaced fuse same result. You should re-check all your
connections, and make sure all vacuum lines are connected and routed properly. If it idled fine
before you did the heads, it has to be something you did in the reassembly process. If it seems
like it running rough, you may have switched push rod positions by accident, that will cause the
car to die out or run rough. If the check engine light is on, get the code scanned to see what
might be causing the trouble. I have a Olds Alero, 3. I have been having problems with the
Temperature gauge working when it wants to. At time it will work fine, other times it will
completely drop out and the electric fans will kick on. It will eventually come back on, on it's
own. I've checked the fuses, they where good.. I've replaced the Temp sensor and it's had the
same issue. I've ohmmed out the harness and it is good. The wires are not frayed or broken. I
have no clue at what else to look at.. Any suggestions??? You think it could be the gauge it's
self? Probably not a problem in the dash gauges, since the fans come on. The dash does not
control the fans, the gauge shows what the computer thinks the temperature is. Either a wiring
problem or bad computer. My 3. It starts fine when the engine is cold. I can barely step on the
gas pedal when it is warm and it will start right up. I have cleaned around the throttle body
butterfly and this did no help. Any ideas what may be causing this? I did also see when cleaning
the butterfly that there is a opening just past the butterfly about the size of a dime that goes
down had some carbon build up coming out of it. I cleaned it out what I could but did not help.
That opening is the idle air passage for the control valve IAC. Sounds like you have an idle valve
that is not working. You could try to remove it and clean it real good. What can I do to make my
heater blow hot air at all time. First check the coolant level. If it is OK, you could have one of
several problems- A sticking thermostat, plugged heater core, temperature door actuator motor
in the dash, etc. Any one could be faulty. Won't start yet have 40 psi fuel pressure at the fuel
rail. Runs great when starting fluid is sprayed up the intake so I have spark I have no idea whats
wrong and it's driving me up the wall. Sounds like you are loosing fuel injector pulse. This is
controlled by the PCM. Check all fuses, then check with a test light that the injectors are getting
a signal to fire. Chevy Berreta 3. I have replaced plugs,fuel filter, regulator egr valve,air filter
cleaned port in intake that goes to EGR. Any ideas. If you are sure it is running rich, the EGR
has nothing to do with it. What codes do you have stored. If it is rich and the fuel pressure
regulator FPR did not fix it, then your car probably has a leaking fuel injector. The car won't pull
a hill in the higher gear, especially when the car is warm. And even on a flat surface, I just can't
take off and throttle as fast I want to. It's a slow acceleration. Sounds like a possibly low fuel
pressure condition or plugged catalytic converter. Get the computer codes scanned first. May
give a direction to the problem. Problems with a Pontiac Grand Am It is just very difficult to start
it sounds like if it is getting to much fuel, because wen I push the gas half way it start. Although
it does it with difficulty and for the first seconds the engine sounds like it is going to turn of and

it smokes black. Then it starts to function very normal and acceleration is good. Does any body
has any idea what can cause this issue? Sounds like a leaking fuel pressure regulator causing a
rich condition. Just pull the vacuum hose off of it after it has been off for a few minutes and look
for gas to come out of it. I have a Buick Century press on gas loud whistling no power after half
throttle noise goes away can not get overt 30 mph could it be converter. The noise you are
hearing is the exhaust trying to escape but cannot because your car has a plugged catalytic
converter. Rough idle, runs fine otherwise. Gas smell in passenger compartment while driving.
EGR issue? Fuel injector issue? A leaking fuel pressure regulator FPR or a stuck open fuel
injector causing a rich condition and smell of gas in the car. Chevy Monte Carlo Z34 when the
outside temp is less than 50 the cold car revs rpm then dies. This goes on until the car warms
up then it runs fine. It runs fine when the outside temp is over No codes are stored. Next thing
I'm going to look at, and probably should have looked at sooner is the Intake Air Temperature
sensor. If you have the dual overhead cam engine DOHC then you have a lower intake leaking
vacuum. Pontiac Aztec leaks coolant when the motor is warm back behind the back head up by
the valve cover behind the alternator there is no coolant in the oil but dont leak when the car is
cold and haven't been running cant find or see what would be causing this problem. The rear
head gasket is leaking. You should probably do both since it most likely has over heated. Where
are the O2 sensors Located on a V6, 3. One is in the rear exhaust manifold, the other is after the
catalytic converter. Q and A Main. How Things Work. Seeking details about Chevy Venture
Wiring Schematic? You may be a technician who wishes to search for references or fix existing
problems. Or you are a trainee, or perhaps even you who just need to know about Chevy
Venture Wiring Schematic. Whatever you are, we try to bring the material that matches just what
you are searching for. You might come from an online search engine, after that locate this
website. This topic is a great deal of people looking online, as a result we accumulate photos
from numerous dependable sources and comprehend in their field. The outcomes of the
aggregation are published on this web site. Need Help, Chevy Venture 3. Below are several of
the top drawings we obtain from different sources, we hope these images will ser
2004 dodge stratus coupe headlight
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ve to you, and ideally extremely pertinent to exactly what you want about the Chevy Venture
Wiring Schematic is. This image we have filtered from good produce the best picture, yet what
do you believe? We wish to make a site beneficial for many individuals. If the picture over is not
very clear, please click the photo you want to increase the size of, after that you will certainly be
required to an additional web page to display a clearer as well as larger photo, you will certainly
likewise be presented information from gambvar. Below this site there is likewise a Chevy
Venture Wiring Schematic picture gallery, if the photo above is insufficient for you. Tags: chevy
venture electrical diagram chevy venture fuel pump wiring diagram chevy venture power
window wiring diagram chevy venture radio wiring diagram chevy venture spark plug wire
diagram chevy venture starter wiring diagram chevy venture tail light wiring diagram chevy
venture wiring schematic. Toggle navigation. Vw Buggy Engine.

